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Sleek European Waves Top Model Luxury Quality

Price per Unit (piece): £29.99

Top Model Wefted Extensions

Hair is expertly stitched onto a superfine yet incredibly strong weft, meaning the hair does not shed
excessively and lasts
longer.

Please select from the drop box at the top of this page the colour of the Hair
Please find bellow details of the hair :

High quality 100% human hair

LENGTH: 18”/45 cm | WEFT: Double | HAIR WEIGHT: 58 g
The Hair Extension comes as one weft that is 32.5 inches ( 83 cm) wide Half Pack.This will make a Full Head
however, if you need a thick full head , you can buy two items .
You can also buy clips for it from our Softleaves online shop , and attach them to the weft and then cut the
weft to make the clip-in extensions that is suitable for you.
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About Top Model
Hair extensions are now an established hair trend amongst celebrities, models, fashion magazines and the
A-list elite. Today’s modern woman wants to look every inch as gorgeous. They too want to achieve the
perfect hair as seen on screen and in the magazines. With the introduction of Top Model, the finest most
luxurious quality 100% real human hair extensions, full volume, glossy hair is now available to all. Available in
over 50 shades, in various lengths and styles, Top Model makes it more possible for anyone to achieve the
Top Model look .
Only high quality, luxurious hair is selected to achieve the smooth, silky texture of Top Model, designed to
blend perfectly with European hair! Choose from a comprehensive range of attachment methods and hair
qualities, designed to be used by women who want to stay on trend and discerning hair stylists who work
with nothing but the best.
If you are looking for a quality and very reliable hair extensions brand that carries World Class assurance, put
Top Model at the top of your list.

Top Model Quality
Customers and hairstylists can have total confidence when using the Top Model range, as the quality
controls are second to none. The Top Model philosophy is to offer quality 100% human hair that performs
exceptionally. All hair is carefully hand selected, as only the best quality hair can be used to achieve the
volume, sheen and vitality which are synonymous with the Top Model range. The hair is processed using
production techniques that are ISO 9000:2001 certified, ensuring product consistency and reliability. This
uncompromising attitude to quality is part of the allure of the Top Model brand.

We offer a free colour exchange , however, returned items should not be opened or used in any way . The
item is packaged in a way that you can see the colour and feel the hair without the need to open the item , or
remove the cardboard packaging , please kindly note that we can not return or exchange the item if the
cardboard packaging is damaged in any way .

Please fee free to ask any question .

Vendor Information
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